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ABSTRACT

The present work, for the first time, describes the efficacy of the cavitation process and compares the cavitation yield for two types of cavitation devices- one employing linear flow for the generation of cavities and other employing vortex flow. The process involves pre-programmed mixing of the organic and aqueous phases, and can be carried out using simple mechanical cavitating devices such as orifice or vortex diode. The process essentially exploits \textit{in situ} generation of oxidising agents such as hydroxyl radicals for oxidative removal of sulfur. The efficiency of the process is strongly dependent on the nature of device apart from the nature of the organic phase. The effects of process parameters and engineering designs were established for three organic solvents (n-octane, toluene, n-octanol) for model sulfur compound-Thiophene. A very high removal to the extent of 95\% was demonstrated. The results were also verified using commercial diesel. The cavitation yield is significantly higher for vortex diode compared to the orifice. The process has potential to provide a green approach for
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desulfurization of fuels or organics without the use of catalyst or external chemicals/reagents apart from newer engineering configurations for effective implementation of hydrodynamic cavitation in industrial practice and also appears to be economically sustainable.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Desulfurization

Air pollution due to burning of fossil fuels is a major challenge and removal of sulfur from transportation fuels is an essential operation in petroleum refineries for reduced pollution due to SOx emission. The vehicular pollution in many major cities in many parts of the world has reached alarming proportion, forcing Governments worldwide to continuously enforce increasingly stricter norms for sulfur content in fuels for improved environmental sustainability. Euro-VI norms demand sulfur concentration in diesel and petrol to be less than 10 ppm[1], compared to earlier norms of 350 and 500 ppm in diesel and gasoline, subsequently lowered to the level of 15 ppm and 30 ppm in diesel and gasoline respectively[2–4]. Increased focus on newer developments such as fuel cell applications also demands more stringent limits on the sulfur levels (less than 1 ppm) to avoid poisoning of the catalyst. Biodiesel also can contain appreciable amounts of sulfur that requires processing in terms of sulfur reduction for sustainable applications[5].

The existing refinery operations have limitations with respect to satisfactory sulfur removal apart from the economics of the processes pertaining to the sulfur removal. There are a number of sulfur compounds in fuels that have varying concentrations and most importantly these vary in their reactivity as far as catalytic desulfurization is concerned demanding severe process conditions in terms of high temperature/pressures or newer catalysts. Conventional
hydrodesulfurization (HDS) though suitable for lowering sulfur content up to 350 ppm, requires supplementary processes such as oxidation, adsorption or newer forms of processes that are capable of removing remaining refractory compounds to desired levels[6–8]. In view of the fact that huge volumes of fuels have to be processed techno-economically, there appears to be limited options for replacing the conventional HDS process that employs catalyst such as Co-Mo or Ni-Mo and requires high temperatures of the order of 450 °C, along with high pressures of the order of 20–40 atm. Thus, it is apparent that though the HDS process can meet the new standards with certain modifications such as increased (~3 fold) catalyst volume/reactor size and increased cost of operation, a more suitable practice would be to employ greener routes that can be integrated into the existing plant for better techno-economic feasibility and sustainability. The alternative can be in the form of adsorptive desulfurization using conventional adsorbents to π-complexation adsorbents[4,9–14], biodesulfurization[6,15] and oxidative desulfurization[16,17].Recently, oxidation processes in different forms have been increasingly discussed for desulfurization of fuels which also include processes that combine oxidation and extraction (Extractive and catalytic oxidative desulfurization or ECOD). In these, more thrust is placed on developing/ evaluating various catalysts for oxidation and suitable extractants for removing oxidation products[18–20]. Cavitation, which is also one form of advanced oxidation process, has also been discussed largely using catalysts for desulfurization. Commonly, ultrasound assisted oxidative desulfurization is reported in presence of various catalysts for different substrates[21–25], while hydrodynamic cavitation is rarely used, that too using catalyst such as hydrogen peroxide[26]. Different fuel fractions such as gasoline, jet fuel, and diesel have different compounds from lower end compounds of sulphides, disulfides, mercaptans to refractory compounds such as thiophene, benzothiophene, dibenzothiophene and such alkylated derivatives of thiophene. Different desulfurization processes have a varying degree of success in removal of these varied forms of sulfur
compounds and face severe challenges in the satisfactory and efficient removal of refractory sulfur compounds. Thiophene is one of the most difficult and refractory organic sulfur compound as far as oxidative desulfurization is concerned and hence its effective removal is crucial[27–29].

Recently, a non-catalytic process for deep desulfurization of fuels employing hydrodynamic cavitation with vortex diode for generating vortex flow for cavitation was reported[27] with a very high sulfur removal for thiophene. It is instructive to study, the impact of the engineering designs of cavitating devices and also evaluate techno-economic sustainability. In this work, the main objective is to report extensive studies on hydrodynamic cavitation for deep desulfurization of fuels and organics without employing any catalyst and under mild operating conditions, but using linear flow for cavitation, orifice as a cavitating device, compare the performance with that of vortex diode and finally evaluate economic feasibility. Thiophene was chosen as a model sulfur compound mainly due to the limitation of conventional oxidation processes in its removal[30] and also for ease of comparison of the different processes in this regard. Cavitational yields have been discussed in different forms of cavitation apart from establishing the applicability of cavitation method based on hydrodynamic cavitation for sulfur removal, especially by obtaining insight into the sulfur removal behaviour not just for different cavitating devices, but also for different process parameters, more importantly on the nature of organic phase by evaluating three different solvents viz. n-octanol, n-octane and toluene, apart from real diesel. We believe that the present route offers a greener and a sustainable approach to deep desulfurization of various fuels with significant ease of operation along with techno-economic feasibility.
2. Experimental

2.1 Materials and Methods

AR grade Thiophene was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (>99%). Organic solvents viz. n-Octane (Lobachemie, 98%), n-Octanol (Lobachemie, 99%), Toluene (Merck, >99%) and commercial diesel (obtained locally) were used as such for making the synthetic/model fuel. Sulfur analysis was carried out on Total Sulfur analyser TN-TS 3000 (Thermoelectron Corporation, Netherlands) and Gas chromatograph (Agilent 7890A) equipped with CPSil 5CB for sulfur as column (30 m × 320µm× 4 µm) in conjunction with flame photometric detector (FPD) with Helium as a carrier gas, flow rate of 2 mL/min, split ratio of 10:1, Injector temperature of 250°C, injection volume of 0.2µL and total analysis time of 25 min. The oven temperature was ramped at 20°C/min from 40°C to 100°C and at 60°C/min from 100°C to 230°C. Reproducibility of the experimental results was checked and was found satisfactory. Two different cavitating devices, orifice (single hole, 3mm) and vortex diode (66 mm chamber diameter) were employed for the cavitation studies.

2.2 Experimental set-up

The hydrodynamic cavitation process involves predefined mixing of sulfur containing organic phase with water under ambient conditions and pumping the mixture through the cavitating device such as orifice or vortex diode[31]. A schematic showing the different flow patterns in the two cavitating devices and the cavitation process is shown in Figure 1. In the inset of Figure 1, experimental set-up for the desulfurization studies is shown. Essentially, irrespective of the type of cavitating device, the cavitation process progresses through the formation, growth and implosion/collapse of the cavities and as a results of implosion, extreme temperatures (~10000K) and pressures (~1000 atm) get generated at highly localized points of the cavity collapse, which consequently cleave water to generate, in situ, oxidising species such as
hydroxyl radicals or hydrogen peroxide. Oxidation of the sulfur compounds is expected to take place under these conditions resulting in the removal of sulfur from the organics/fuels, without actually employing any external catalyst/reagent or externally employing high temperatures/pressures.

![Figure 1](image.png)

**Figure 1.** Schematic representation of cavitation process in Orifice and Vortex Diode

A photograph of the experimental set-up for deep desulfurization using hydrodynamic cavitation is shown in the inset of Figure 1 indicating the two cavitation reactors namely orifice and vortex diode. The details of the set-up along with the schematic of experimental set-up and process flow sheet were given in our earlier report[27]. However, for immediate reference and clarity, some of the details are reproduced here. The experimental set-up (Stainless Steel SS 316) has different reactors as a cavitating device (nominal rated capacity, 1m³/h), a holding
tank of 60 L capacity, high pressure vertical multistage centrifugal pump (China Nanfang Pump, Model CDLF 2-17; SS 316, 1000 LPH at 152 MWC, 2.2 kW, 2900 rpm, 415 V AC, 3 phase, 50 Hz motor), control valves and flow/ pressure and temperature controls. Flow transmitter (KROHNE, H250), pressure transmitters (Honeywell, ST700), Resistance Temperature Detector (RTD) (Eureka Engineering Enterprises, India) were used for the measurements. Typically 12-20 L volume was used for each experiment by appropriately measuring the organic (e.g. n-octanol, n-octane, toluene and commercial diesel) and aqueous phases. The initial sulfur content in the organic phase was adjusted to a predetermined concentration typically in the range of 100 to 300 ppm by adding known quantity of thiophene. The two-phase mixture: thiophene containing organic solvent and water, was then passed through the cavitating device e.g. orifice at a predetermined condition of pressure drop for any specific experiment. The sulfur concentration in the organic phase was measured at periodic intervals of time by separating the organic layer from the treated mixture. The experiments were typically carried out for 2 h and effect of various process parameters were studied for pressure drop in the range 2 to 10 bar, initial sulfur concentration( 100 to 300 ppm), organic phase volume (% organic phase in the range 2.5 to 10%) etc. The sulfur content was analysed in the organic phase using total sulfur analyser (TN-TS 3000 ) and the results were also cross-checked using gas chromatograph with FPD (Flame Photometric Detector) for sulfur analysis, as per the details mentioned in the earlier section.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Identification of cavitation inception point in hydrodynamic cavitation

It is essential that the cavitation process is performed for conditions of cavity generation, growth, and collapse. Identification of cavitation point is crucial in this regard, since above the cavitation point, cavitation is expected to take place and this information can be obtained using data pertaining to pressure drop measurements as a function of flow rate of two phase mixture
The cavitation inception can be identified from the deviation of measured pressure drop from the usual square law ($\Delta P$ proportional to the square of flow rate or mean velocity), as already established from the earlier studies for vortex diode and similar observations can be made for the orifice. From Figure 2, it is evident that while the cavitation inception in vortex diode occurs just before the pressure drop reaches 0.5 bar (~0.48 bar), for orifice the inception of cavitation is at a substantially higher pressure drop and occurs at ~1.25 bar. The major cavitation effect is however seen at $\Delta P$ 1.6 bar or higher. In view of these observations, the experiments were carried out at a pressure drop across orifice at 2 bar and above (2 bar, 5 bar and 10 bar with a flow rate of ~ 390, 560 and 785 LPH).
Figure 2. Inception of Cavitation – (a) Calculations to demonstrate cavitation occurring at a ΔP of 1.25 bar (b) Prediction of inception of cavitation based on deviation from square law

3.2 Effect of pressure drop

The pressure drop across the orifice/ vortex diode or for that matter any cavitating device, is an important parameter that determines whether cavitation can take place and to what extent, apart from the cost of the operation. As is well established, the number density of cavities and intensity of cavity collapse are governed by the pressure drop across cavitating devices for a
specified configuration of device and downstream design/piping. In order to establish the behaviour of desulfurization in the case of the orifice as against reported data on the vortex diode on desulfurization, experiments were carried out at three different pressure drop conditions, viz. 2, 5 and 10 bar. The results are shown in Figures 3-4. Interestingly, similar to that reported for vortex diode, the effect of pressure drop was found to be rather negligible, especially at low values of organic to aqueous phase volume ratio.

It is evident from the Figure 3 and 4, the highest sulfur removal was observed to be above 90% at the pressure drop of 2 bar and 5 bar for 2.5 % organic volume (~92 & 95% for n-Octanol), while for diesel it was ~90% in 2 hours. A lower extent of removal (~37%) was obtained for toluene as an organic phase under similar conditions. The effect of pressure drop is similar even when the organic volume is increased to 10%. It appears that low to medium ΔP values are satisfactory and removal efficiency can be significantly improved by using suitable organic solvent. The reason for this could be increased cavitation effect in the range of ΔP 2 to 5 bar, while above 5 bar ΔP, the cavities probably coalesce resembling choking which subsequently reduces the impact of cavitation. The overall effectiveness is proportional to the product of number of cavities and intensity of cavity collapse. Near the inception, cavity collapse intensity is higher since the medium is almost incompressible. However, number density of generated cavities is low. At very high pressure drop, though number density of cavities increases, the collapse intensity decreases significantly because of increased compressibility of the medium (due to the presence of a large number of bubbles). The overall effectiveness, therefore, exhibits maxima in terms of pressure drop. This aspect of cavitation in orifice is also evident from the analysis of Fig. 2 that deviation will continue to increase as flow rates (pressure drop) increase, however, the effect of cavitation will go from maxima since higher cavitation with higher flow rates (indicated by higher deviation) will lose effectiveness because of increased compressibility of the medium.
Figure 3. Effect of pressure drop at 2.5% organic volume fraction
3.3 Effect of initial sulfur concentration

The initial sulfur concentrations in crude fractions can be very high, of the order of several thousand ppm as compared to processed fuel fractions such as gasoline or diesel which contain less than 300 ppm for the existing streams, in general. The developed cavitation process is considered as complimentary to the existing refinery operations and hence higher concentration was considered of the order of 300 ppm while lower concentration was considered at ~100 ppm to evaluate the effect of initial sulfur concentration. The results are shown in Figures 5 and 6. It is evident that the effect of initial sulfur concentration is more significant in diesel as a solvent as compared to other organic solvents. Also, the initial high concentration of 300 ppm shows better sulfur removal as compared to 100 ppm for all the solvent systems indicating efficacy of hydrodynamic cavitation for satisfactory application, if combined with existing HDS process. The higher removal at the higher initial concentration may be due the increased probability of
finding sulfur species for degradation. The overall rate of desulfurization is a function of concentration of S containing species and concentration of hydroxyl radicals. Exact mechanism of oxidative desulfurization occurring with the hydrodynamic cavitation is still not yet fully known. Desulfurization reactions may happen in gas phase (in the collapsing cavity) or in the liquid phase (after hydroxyl radicals diffuse in surrounding liquid from the collapsing cavity). In any of these scenarios, increase in concentration of S containing species will increase the overall rate and therefore overall extent of desulfurization. Again, the highest sulfur removal (~95%) was obtained for n-octanol and lowest for toluene. The intensity of the effect diminishes depending upon the nature of organic phase with the increase in the organic volume. Diesel consists of complex mixtures of aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons and the aromatic content can be typically in the range of 15-45%. Therefore, the differences due to nature of solvent are believed to be largely due to aliphatic nature of the solvent, while polarity of the solvent could also have some contribution. This is, however, is a complex issue pertaining to the reactivity in different solvents and needs to be investigated in detail. The order of higher impact based on initial sulfur concentration for the organic solvents studied shows the following trend.

Diesel > n-Octanol > n-Octane > Toluene
Figure 5. Effect of Initial concentration at 2.5% organic volume

Figure 6. Effect of Initial concentration at 10% organic volume
3.4 Effect of solvent phase ratio and nature of solvent

The process scheme developed in this work envisages predefined mixing of the organic and aqueous phases with sulfur present in the organic phase. Thus, it is expected that the ratio of organic to aqueous phase would have a significant bearing on the efficiency of sulfur removal. Figures 7 and 8 show the results of the effect of the organic phase volume in terms of percentage volume of organic phase against the extent of sulfur removal. The two important observations are a low organic fraction (2.5%) gives maximum sulfur removal while the nature of organic phase also plays an important role in deciding sulfur removal efficiency. At 2.5% organic, n-octanol and diesel shows almost equal percentage of sulfur removal at 300 ppm initial concentration at all pressure drop conditions (~90%). Sulfur removal in the case of 10% n-octanol is higher as compared to 10% diesel for all pressure drop conditions and both initial concentrations. The organic phase ratio indicates high sensitivity for all the solvents, except toluene and a lower ratio is favourable at any pressure condition, in general. The order for the increase/increment in sulfur removal efficiency for 2.5% organics can be given as:

n-Octane > n-Octanol ≥ Diesel > Toluene
Figure 7. Effect of Organic Phase Ratio at Pressure drop, 2 bar
Figure 8. Effect of Organic Phase Ratio at Pressure drop, 10 bar

It appears that reducing the organic fraction increases the sulfur removal efficiency significantly, again depending on the nature of the solvent and for the case of initial sulfur concentration of 100 ppm at 2 bar $\Delta P$, the extent of improvement is given in Table-1. Toluene, as a solvent, indicated insensitivity in this regard and improvement was less significant even when the organic fraction was reduced from 10% to 2.5%. This clearly indicates that the nature of organic phase has a very high impact on the sulfur removal efficiency.

Table-1: Extent of improvement in sulfur removal efficiency
($\Delta P = 2$ bar; Initial sulfur conc. 100 ppm)
The results of this work clearly indicate that nature of the organic phase is crucial in determining the efficiency of sulfur removal (n-Octanol > Diesel > n-Octane > Toluene), which may be attributed to the aliphatic nature and polarity affecting reactivity during the oxidation reaction as mentioned earlier. Based on the dielectric constants, $\varepsilon$ (which is taken as a measure of solvent polarity, higher $\varepsilon$ signifying higher polarity), octanol may be considered to exhibit relatively polar character ($\varepsilon=10$) while for toluene, diesel and n-octane, the $\varepsilon$ values are 2.4, 2.2 and 1.94 respectively [32,33]. The predominating factor (polarity/aliphatic/aromatic nature) under the extreme conditions of flash shockwaves is difficult to predict. Further, diesel being a complex mixture of hydrocarbons with its varying composition of aliphatic and aromatics, the oxidation chemistry is complex. However, the aliphatic nature of species such as n-octane may facilitate easy degradation while toluene is known to offer inhibition in oxidation due to the presence of $\pi$ conjugated aromatic system[34]. A postulated mechanism of cavitative degradation of sulphur compounds has the following important steps[27]:

1. Generation, growth and implosion of cavities due to hydrodynamic cavitation
2. Generation of oxidising agents such as hydroxyl radicals and hydrogen peroxide
3. Reaction of thiophene and hydroxyl radicals/oxidising agents and final degradation resulting into formation of water and SO₂

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{H}_2\text{O} & \quad \leftrightarrow \quad \text{OH}^* + \text{H}^* \\
\text{O}_2 & \quad \rightarrow \quad 2\text{O}^* \\
\text{O}^* + \text{H}_2\text{O} & \quad \leftrightarrow \quad 2\text{HO}^* \\
\text{H}^* + \text{O}_2 & \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{HO}_2^* \\
2\text{HO}^* & \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \\
2\text{HO}_2^* & \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 + \text{O}_2
\end{align*}
\]

The reaction of thiophene and hydroxyl radical resulting into the formation of water, intermediates and SO₂ as suggested in our proposed mechanism are in line with the theoretical analysis of such reactions by Zhang et al. [35]. This conclusion has implications for the treatment of various organics for sulfur removal such as biodiesel and not just different fuel fractions. It is also essential to state that the nature of sulfur compounds is also expected to be critical in determining the process performance.

3.5 Comparing cavitation yield for orifice and vortex diode

Hydrodynamic cavitation works through the generation of hydroxyl radicals through cleaving of water molecules- an active oxidant. The in situ generation of oxidising agent participates in the oxidation of organics effecting their removal/degradation[36,37]. Though the mechanism for degradation of pollutants from water using cavitation is well discussed in the literature, there have not been any reports on the two phase/multiphase systems such as the one used in the present study. A plausible mechanism for the removal of sulfur[27]includes cleavage of the
sulfur bond from the attack of oxidising agent and release of sulfur dioxide, while the formation of other products such as sulfones was largely unsubstantiated. In view of insolubility of the thiophene in water and the huge difference with respect to the organic solvent, the possibility of physical transfer of the thiophene in the aqueous phase is negligible. Thus, removal of sulfur is believed to be as SO$_2$ and mineralization of the organic skeleton to final products as carbon dioxide and water. Again, it should also be possible for cavitation to work as a specific form of extractive, but not catalytic, oxidative desulfurization with water as a solvent and without employing any conventional catalyst of the type reported in the literature for ECOD. The other possibilities such as the formation of SO$_2$, HSO$_3$, H$_2$SO$_4$ etc. or organic species entering into the aqueous phase due to cavitation were not very relevant[27]. However, the formation of acid catalyst can certainly assist oxidative desulfurization[28,29], though, in the absence of an acid catalyst, the contribution of this mechanism may not be significant. Further, the nature and the number of cavities in vortex diode and in orifice could be substantially different and the exact mechanism appears to be much more complex and needs to be investigated in detail. It is believed that the role of solvent may be a facilitator in oxidative interfacial reactions for effecting the transfer of sulfur moiety in cavities housing oxidising species.

Kulkarni et al.[38] reported the velocity and pressure distribution in reverse flow vortex diode suggesting maximum pressure drop in reverse flow as compared to forward flow. Thus, in vortex diode, when the flow enters through the tangential port, a strong vortex flow gets created. As seen from Figure 1, in the vortex flow, tangential velocity increases towards the centre and pressure reduces at the centre with the color mappings indicating the different pressure/temperature regions. Strongly swirling flow generates a low pressure region at the centre of the vortex, extending into the axial port, which leads to cavitation[39]. As pressure is recovered in downstream-axial port then cavity collapse occurs that generates
localized high shear, high temperature and pressure conditions and hydroxyl radicals. The orifice used in the present study is a simple single 3 mm diameter constriction which provides increased velocity head at the expense of pressure at the point as shown in Figure1. The trajectories of cavities and pressure history experienced by cavities in these two cavitation devices are quite different resulting in a different distribution of number density and collapse intensity of cavities. It will be instructive to evaluate the performance of vortex diode and orifice for desulfurization of fuels using the definition of cavitation yield which is given by equation 1,

$$Cavitational\ Yield, Y(mg/J) = \frac{R}{\Delta P \times Q \times t}$$

Where R is the amount of sulfur removed (mg), $\Delta P$ (N/m$^2$) is the pressure drop across the cavitation device, Q (m$^3$/s) is flow rate and t (s) is the time required for sulfur removal. Figure 9(a-d) shows the cavitation yield comparison for vortex diode and orifice.

It can be seen that there is a huge difference in the cavitational yield depending on the design of the cavitation reactor. As compared to that for orifice, the cavitational yield can be significantly higher for vortex diode and the impact is more prominent at high initial sulfur concentrations (e.g. $Y=8.6\times10^{-4}$, $1.17\times10^{-3}$, $3.88\times10^{-4}$ for diode vs. $2.99\times10^{-4}$, $3.33\times10^{-4}$ and $5.35\times10^{-5}$ for orifice in the case of n-octane, n-octanol, toluene respectively at initial concentration of ~100 ppm at 2.5% organic volume fraction). Similarly, the observed difference indicates 8, 4, 10 and 4 times yield values with vortex diode for an initial sulfur concentration of 300 ppm and 10% organic volume for n-octane, n-octanol, toluene, and diesel respectively. The reason for better cavitation yield in vortex diode can be attributed to the rotational flow in the axial port of vortex diode. The generated cavities and droplets of organic phase remain concentrated in the core of the axial port owing to their lower density compared to the water phase. This realizes significantly enhanced contact among cavities and organic droplets leading to better cavitational yield compared to orifice where no such preferential
contact is realized. Although, the sulfur removal is increased at low organic volume fractions of 2.5%, the difference in the cavitation yield here is somewhat less, 4, 3 & 2 times for n-octane, n-octanol, and toluene respectively.

![Figure 9](image_url)

Figure 9. Comparison of cavitation yield for vortex diode and orifice

3.6 Comparing cost of desulfurization in different cavitating devices

It is instructive to evaluate the cost of hydrodynamic cavitation using different devices from the commercial application point of view. The actual cost can be simply obtained by considering the cost of 1 electricity unit. Thus, the cost, $C$ (kWh/kg), can be simply related to the cavitation yield ‘$Y$’ (mg/J) by equation 2 as:
\[ C = \frac{1}{3.6 \sigma Y} \]  

Where, \( \sigma \) is the efficiency of the pump. Assuming pump efficiency as 0.6, we get \( C = 0.463/Y \), kWh/kg. For example, if \( Y \) is 0.001, we get \( C = 463 \) kWh/kg. In Indian scenario, assuming electricity price of \( \sim \)Rs. 10 / kWh, the cost is less than Rs. 5000/kg of S removed which is quite attractive (A sample calculation of the cost is given in supplementary material, Annexure-1).

The costs of desulfurization for two different devices and for different organic solvents are given in Figure 10 which also indicates the effect of concentration and solvent ratio on the cost. It can be seen that the cost is low for many solvents. It should be further noted that even when the efficiency of sulfur removal is lower for higher solvent volume fraction, in general (e.g. 10% compared to 2.5%), the cost of sulfur removal is lower compared to low solvent volume fraction due to the processing of higher volume of organics. Thus, a compromise between sulfur removal efficiency and cost of processing is essential, apart from nature of the solvent.

An extraordinarily low cost was obtained for an efficient solvent such as n-octanol and also for commercial diesel at 10% volume.

From Figure 10, it is seen that the cost of desulfurization is substantially lower in the case of vortex diode as compared to the orifice, irrespective of processing parameters. This is also supported by the data of cavitation yields obtained for vortex diode as compared to the orifice.
Figure 10. Representative cost/energy comparison for desulfurization using hydrodynamic cavitation for orifice and vortex diode

An approximate analysis of the cost comparison with other processes indicates operating cost of conventional hydrodesulfurization process for the removal of sulfur as $16.84/kgS. Typically the cost of commercial adsorbent varies in the range of $0.35/kg - 20$/kg. Considering sulfur selective adsorbent, even if the adsorbent cost is considered on the lower side at ~$5/kg and capacity is assumed to be 30 mg/g, the cost would be ~$166/kgS. In this comparison, the cost of hydrodynamic cavitation would be ~$3/kgS, significantly lower than both hydrodesulfurization and adsorptive desulfurization.

The finding of this work and the comparison between two cavitating devices clearly strengthen the premiss stated in our earlier work that the proposed method can be effectively employed to reduce the sulfur content of transportation fuels or other organic streams. As an engineering design, the aqueous phase can be recycled by appropriately adjusting the purge and make-up water. Further, the simplicity of the proposed method lies in the use of simple cavitating devices.
such as orifice or vortex diode, ease of operation, and compact set-up for effective removal of sulfur. Process intensification in the form of aeration or employing homogeneous/heterogeneous catalyst should also be possible. Therefore the method can be effectively implemented for large scale deep desulfurization operation, not just for fuels, but also for different organics.

4. Conclusions

A multiphase non-catalytic hydrodynamic cavitation process using orifice as a linear flow based cavitating device has been demonstrated for deep desulfurization of fuels or organics and the results have been compared with vortex diode as a vortex flow based cavitating device. The important conclusions can be listed as:

1. The inception of cavitation takes place at a significantly lower pressure drop in the case of vortex diode than that in the orifice. Thus, in vortex diode, the inception was found to occur at a pressure drop of ~0.48 bar as compared to higher pressure drop of ~1.6 bar in the case of orifice.

2. The non-catalytic hydrodynamic cavitation process can efficiently remove sulfur (thiophene) from fuels for the cavitating devices such as orifice and vortex diode.

3. The process offers many advantages, most importantly ease of operation and mild operating conditions for effective sulfur removal.

4. The results on the sulfur removal confirm effect of solvent ratio and the nature of organics apart from pressure drop, and initial concentration of sulfur during the cavitation process.

5. The nature of the solvent has high impact on desulfurization and a very high sulfur removal was obtained for n-octanol and commercial diesel as organic phase.

6. The comparison of cavitational yield shows that the yield is nearly an order of magnitude higher in the case of vortex diode as compared to the orifice.
7. The cost of desulfurization using hydrodynamic cavitation process was found to be quite low. Further, the operating cost is significantly lower in the case of vortex diode as compared to the orifice.

In view of the efficient sulfur removal from fuels accompanied by the low cost of operation, the proposed method can be considered as techno-economically sustainable alternative and can be effectively implemented for large scale deep desulfurization operations.

Nomenclature

C  Cost of operation, (kWh/kg)  
P  Pressure, (bar; N/m²)  
R  Amount of sulfur removed, (mg)  
Rs.  Indian rupees  
Q  Flow rate, (LPH; m³/s)  
T  Temperature, (K)  
t  Time, (s)  
v  Volume, (m³)  
V  Total volume, (m³)  
Y  Cavitation yield, (mg/J)  
ΔP  Pressure drop, (bar; N/m²)  
σ  Efficiency of pump
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